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There have been a number of�
changes to the CSA Trust Board of�
Trustees since the last Newsletter.�
We welcome Andreas Barth as our�
new Chairman, replacing Guenter�
Grethe who has guided the Trust�
over the past five years. An appre-�
ciation of Guenter’s considerable�
contribution to the Trust is given on�
page 2. We are fortunate that�
Guenter will continue as a Trustee,�
but several Trustees  have re-�
signed and we would like to thank�
them all. We particularly wish to�
acknowledge the work of former�
Secretary, Clive Weeks, and Bill�
Town, who was one of the founder�
Trustees and former Chairman.�
David Walsh takes over as Secre-�
tary. We welcome our new Trus-�
tees,  featured on pages 4 and 5.� Many thanks to past Chairman Guenter Grethe (left) and welcome to new Chairman�

Andreas Barth (right). See page 4 for more about Andreas and our new Trustees.�
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After five years as Chair of the CSA Trust, I decided that it�
was time for me to step down and hand over to Andreas�
Barth, the new Chair of the Board of Trustees. It is a good�
time to reflect on the activities of the Trust during those years�
and on what the future might hold.�

I was elected to the Chair at the AGM in December 2000 and,�
together with the Board of Trustees, was challenged immedi-�
ately with a crucial issue – the incorporation of the activities�
of the CSA into the CSA Trust. For many years, these two�
organisations existed as separate entities. However, an in-�
creasing number of members saw advantages in a merger. In�
2001, the Executive Committee of the CSA and the Board of�
Trustees of the CSA Trust approved the incorporation unani-�
mously at their respective AGMs. During 2002, several sub-�
committees worked very hard on the many details of the�
merger, Trustees met to discuss the issues and, finally, we�
announced the successful completion at the 2002 AGM.�

While most activities of the CSA were incorporated intact,�
major improvements were made to the awards. Under the�
guidance of Bonnie Lawlor, new guidelines for awards and�
grants were developed. The major award, now named the�
CSA Trust Mike Lynch Award, is being awarded every three�
years at a prestigious conference with a cash reward of�
£3000. Fittingly, Mike Lynch presented the first award to�
Peter Willett at the 2002 International Conference on Chem-�
ical Structures in Noordwijkerhout. In 2005 it was my pleas-�
ure to present the second award to Johnny Gasteiger. The�
CSA Trust Grants, originally set not to exceed $1000, are�
awarded to further the career of young researchers in the field�
of chemoinformatics. In 2005, to honour the memory of the�
late Jacques-Émile Dubois, a Trustee for many years, the�
grants were renamed after him and the prize money was�
increased to a maximum of $3000.�

In my opinion, the incorporation was very successful. It was�
achieved only through the dedicated work of a few Trustees�

led by Janet Ash and Peter Nichols. I am certain that without�
their efforts the merger would not have been possible. They�
made my task much easier and I am very grateful to them.�

During the past few years, the business of the Trust has gone�
very smoothly without encountering any major hurdles. The�
financial situation is stable. One of the main issues was the�
question of increasing awareness of the Trust worldwide. In�
its initial setup, the majority of the Board members were�
British and most activities were geared to programs originat-�
ing in the UK. In the past few years, there has been a visible�
shift on the Board to a more international representation. This�
will allow us to carry the message of the Trust to many�
countries. In addition, the excellent and well-received News-�
letter of the Trust is now freely available in electronic form.�

My main concern, though, is and has been the lack of partic-�
ipation in the Trust’s activities by a large number of Trustees.�
It always was the same group of active members who volun-�
teered and completed the tasks at hand. It is my hope that�
with changes in the Board’s set up we will also see more�
active participation. However, a drawback of greater interna-�
tionalisation of the Board is that for obvious reasons not all�
members can attend the AGM or smaller meetings during the�
year. Therefore, in 2003 we introduced electronic meetings,�
not only to inform Trustees of the Trust’s activities but also�
to allow them to participate more actively. So far the results�
have been encouraging but procedural improvements are�
needed. A draft will be forthcoming in the near future.�

It has been a great ride. I enjoyed working for the Trust and�
have valued the companionship of my fellow Trustees. I�
sincerely wish to thank all Trustees who helped me and made�
my job much easier. As a Trustee I hope to contribute to the�
worthwhile causes of the Trust for years to come.�

My best wishes for the successful future of the Trust.�

Guenter Grethe�

The CSA Trust would like to thank our past chairman, Guenter�
Grethe. Under his chairmanship the CSA and the CSA Trust�
joined forces and continued to work together as one organisa-�
tion, to support science and scientists, not only by organising�
large conferences but also as a platform from which to�
strengthen important areas of chemistry.�

Guenter not only put all his efforts in combining those organi-�
sations but also organised important meetings such as the�
Chemical  Structure Conferences at Noordwijkerhout. His�
knowledge and experience helped open up a new future for�
our organisation. He helped to define the Mike Lynch Award�
and the CSA Trust Jacques-�É�mile Dubois Grant.�

Being a ‘travel a million miles per year person’ means being a�
mediator between the US, Europe and the rest of the world.�
He is and was a truly international personality. His achieve-�
ments in science and in the promotion of chemical information�

were honoured by receiving the Skolnik Award of the CINF�
Division of the American Chemical Society. He was also the�
distinguished recipient of the CSA Trust Ernie Hyde Award�
for 2005; this award is given to Trustees who have made a�
major contribution to the work of the Trust.�

His personality and his friendship helped all of us to continue�
to support the CSA Trust and sometimes, in his private home,�
he had to open up one or other bottle of very good and�
expensive California red wine from his rather large collection.�
His wife Inge prepared a couple of Texas-size steaks. This�
was one of the nicest ways of keeping friendship and the�
organisation going.�

Thank you, Guenter, for all you did and we hope that you will�
long be a member of the CSA Trust.�

Ren�é� Deplanque�

Reflections of the Past Chair of the Board of Trustees�

Many Thanks, Guenter�
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Today we can exploit ways to store, access, retrieve and�
analyse all kinds of chemical information. There are excellent�
databases with sophisticated indexes and well-defined chem-�
ical structures together with advanced information retrieval�
systems which support professional information searching.�
What do we anticipate for the future of chemical informa-�
tion? Of course everybody has their own expectations and�
therefore I can only provide my personal perspective here.�
Let me focus on a few major topics:�
Inter- and Multidisciplinary Extension and Semantic�
Integration of Information�
For some time, research in the ‘traditional’ scientific disci-�
plines has extended to areas such as biology, life sciences and�
medicine. Database producers have developed their subject-�
specific abstracting and indexing policies over many years�
and it is not easy to perform cross-disciplinary information�
searches in different databases. Progress in informatics, espe-�
cially the development of ontologies and semantic technolo-�
gies, is expected to improve cross-disciplinary searches�
considerably in the future.�
Materials and Inorganic Chemistry�
Although inorganic Chemistry is covered  in the Registry file�
and to some extent in the Gmelin file, it is rather difficult to�
search for classes of materials which are not represented by a�
chemical structure. Inorganic substances without structure�
formulae require deeper search features than are currently�
available like oxidation state or crystal structures. With new�
technologies and materials it becomes more important to�
search and analyse these substances systematically. Informa-�
tion mining of materials and emerging technologies may�
become a very exciting research topic in the future.�
Chemoinformatics and Bioinformatics�
Chemoinformatics is the application of informatics tools to�
solve chemical problems. It has evolved into a ‘classical’�
discipline of chemistry, comprising research areas such as�
computation and modelling of chemical substances and reac-�
tions, drug design and discovery, visualisation of 3D-mole-�
cules, or structure-property calculations. Bioinformatics, on�
the other hand, is a rather young discipline which focuses on�
the solution of biological problems. Major research areas�
include sequence alignment, gene finding, genome assembly,�
protein structure alignment and structure prediction, and�

protein–protein interactions. Both disciplines are very active�
areas of research with a high impact on chemical information.�
Citation Searching�
For many years citation searching could only be performed in�
the ISI Citation Indexes. The technology has been extended�
to other databases and citation analysis is now a common tool�
which serves different purposes. Examples are evaluations of�
individual papers, authors, institutes, and even countries.�
With more vendors offering citation searching for their data-�
bases this function will also become a popular tool for finding�
new information.�
Information Analysis�
Software for information analysis has been on the market for�
several years. Important applications are patent mining, anal-�
ysis of competitive intelligence, and scientific information�
mining. The market for this type of software will certainly�
grow in the next years. For specific applications interactive�
‘standard’ workflows are expected to be developed and es-�
tablished in the near future.�
Cyber-Infrastructure, Grid Technologies and eScience�
In high energy physics, astronomy and several other scien-�
tific disciplines there is a requirement to manage large�
amounts of data. This has resulted in new concepts for the�
next generation of internet infrastructure. Buzzwords are�
cyber-Infrastructure, Web 2.0, Grid technologies and eSci-�
ence. The main idea is to provide an IT infrastructure that�
enables scientists to use IT resources (computers, storage,�
band width) on demand. A key concept is a grid of computer�
networks and storage devices, which scientists can plug  into,�
use the computer power for their project and switch off again.�
The grid technology is also supposed to support high level�
scientific applications (eScience = digitally enhanced sci-�
ence). Expectations are rather high and it will be very excit-�
ing to see the influence of grid technologies and eScience�
approaches in chemistry.�
There are many more exciting trends, such as the influence of�
internet search engines on chemical structure searching.�
However, an extensive discussion on the future of chemical�
information is beyond the scope of this newsletter. Com-�
ments from readers are welcome.�

Andreas Barth�

People and Places�
Vincent and Elizabeth van Geerestein�
announced the arrival of a baby girl,�
Gloria Maxima, on 3�rd� October 2005.�

CAS Director Emeritus Dale Baker died�
on 11 December 2005, in Columbus. He�
was 85. He was Director of CAS from�
1958 to 1986. He joined CAS in 1946 as�
an Assistant Editor. In 1983 he was ap-�
pointed to the additional position of Dep-�
uty Executive Director, ACS. He was�
named Director Emeritus upon retiring�

from CAS in 1986. In the early 1980s, he�
became a founder of the STN Interna-�
tional network in cooperation with Ger-�
many's FIZ Karlsruhe.�

David Wild recently took up a full time�
position at Indiana University School of�
Informatics in Bloomington, US.�

Everett Brenner died on 25 January�
2006, shortly before his 80th birthday.�
Ev was a giant of the information world,�
and one of the true pioneers of indexing,�
search and retrieval. When Infonortics�

organised the first International Chemi-�
cal Information Conference in Montreux�
in 1989, Ev Brenner was there as a sen-�
ior and respected member of the pro-�
gramme committee. He attended and�
contributed to every meeting, right up to�
his retirement from the committee in Oc-�
tob�er 2004. A tribute appears at�http://�
www.infonortics.com/ev_brenner.html�.�

CAS has appointed former management�
consultant Dr Catharina Maulbecker as�
vice president, marketing and sales.�

Comment from the Chair: Great Expectations for Chemical Information�
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Andreas Barth is the new chairman of�
the Board of Trustees of the CSA Trust.�
He received his degree in Theoretical�
Chemistry from Bonn University, Ger-�
many, and went on to complete his�
doctorate at the Universities of Freiburg�
and Heidelberg, Germany, in the area of�
Theoretical Physics (many-body theory�
of molecular systems).�

 In 1984, Dr Barth joined FIZ Karlsruhe�
as a scientific programmer. In 1987 he�

became Project Leader for Software De-�
velopment and went on to hold several�
senior positions in R&D. In 2001 he was�
made Director Online Service, with re-�
sponsibility for three business areas:�
STN International Europe, Full Text�
Services and IT Services.�

In 2005 Dr Barth became Vice President�
and a member of the senior management�
team of FIZ Karlsruhe with responsibil-�
ity for IT, HR and Finances.�

Dr Barth has published several papers in�
the areas of chemical information�
(Beilstein database, chemical informa-�
tion systems, numerical databases), in-�
formation science (Digital Library;�
information retrieval; database manage-�
ment) and physics (quantum mechanics;�
many-body theory). For many years he�
has been engaged in German–Japanese�
cooperation on chemical information. In�
December 2003 he joined the Board of�
CSA trustees.�

Meet the New Chairman of the Trust and our New Trustees�

Gary Wiggins�
Gary Wiggins is the Direc-�
tor of the Program in�
Chemical Informatics and�
Interim Director of the Bi-�
oinformatics Program in�
the Indiana University�
School of Informatics.�

Prior to July 2003, he was�
Head of the Indiana Uni-�
versity Chemistry Library�
and Coordinator of IU’s�
seven science libraries on�
the Bloomington campus. He holds a BA in Chemistry and Rus-�
sian, an MA in Slavic Languages and Literature, and the MLS and�
PhD degrees in Library and Information Science. As an adjunct�
professor of chemical informatics, Dr Wiggins teaches chemical�
informatics courses in the School of Informatics. He also directs a�
joint program to train chemical information specialists in the�
School of Library and Information Science.�

Dr Wiggins is the author of the book�Chemical Information Sources�.�
He was the founder and for 14 years the list owner of CHMINF-L�
(the Chemical Information Sources Discussion List). The web�
guide to internet and other chemistry resources, CHEMINFO,�
Chemical Information Sources from Indiana University, is main-�
tained by Dr Wiggins. He also directs the Clearinghouse for Chem-�
ical Information Instructional Materials, a joint project of the�
Special Libraries Association Chemistry Division and the Ameri-�
can Chemical Society Division of Chemical Information (CINF).�
He is a former chair of the Special Libraries Association Chemistry�
Division and of the American Chemical Society Division of Chem-�
ical Information.�

In 1998, Dr Wiggins received CINF’s highest award, the Herman�
Skolnik Award for outstanding contributions in the field of chemi-�
cal information, and in 2003, he was selected for the CINF Merito-�
rious Service Award.�

Christoph Steinbeck�
Christoph Steinbeck studied chemistry at the�
University of Bonn, where he received his di-�
ploma and doctoral degree with work on the�
automated structure elucidation of natural prod-�
ucts in Professor Eberhard Breitmaier’s group at�
the Institute of Organic Chemistry. In 1996, he�
worked with Professor Clemens Richert at Tufts�
University in Boston. In 1997 Christoph Stein-�
beck became head of Structural Chemo- and�
Bioinformatics at the Max-Planck-Institute of�
Chemical Ecology. He has been head of the�
Research Group for Molecular Informatics at�
the Cologne University Bioinformatics Center�
(CUBIC) since Autumn 2002. His group devel-�
ops the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK), a�
program library for chemo- and bioinformatics,�
NMRShiftDB, a database for chemical struc-�
tures and their NMR data, as well as algorithms�
for computer-assisted structure elucidation and�
protein-ligand docking. Dr Steinbeck is chair-�
man of the Computer-Information-Chemistry�
(CIC) division of the German Chemical Society.�

Andreas Barth�
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David Wild�
After completing a Bachelor’s degree in Computing�
Science in 1991, David spent six years in Peter�
Willett’s group at the University of Sheffield, com-�
pleting a PhD in ‘Similarity Searching in Databases�
of 3D Chemical Structures using Genetic Algo-�
rithms and Parallel Computers’ and a three-year�
postdoctoral appointment which resulted in the de-�
velopment of the FBSS Field-based Similarity�
Searching program.�

In 1998, he moved to Ann Arbor, Michigan in the�
US to undertake a two-year postdoc with Parke-�
Davis Pharmaceutical Research, and he continued to�
work there as a Senior Scientist for another two�
years. During his time there he developed web-based�
algorithms and software for discovery chemists, par-�
ticularly tools for High Throughput Screening data�
analysis. He left the company (now Pfizer) in 2002�
to start his own company, Wild Ideas Consulting,�
and to take an Adjunct Professorship in Pharmaceu-�
tical Engineering at the University of Michigan.�

In 2004, David accepted a part-time Assistant Pro-�
fessorship at Indiana University School of Informat-�
ics, and helped to develop Distance Education�
programs at the school. His family recently moved�
to Bloomington, Indiana, to work for Indiana Uni-�
versity full-time. He is helping to develop a strong�
chemoinformatics base there�involving the Chemical�
Informatics and Cyberinfrastructure Collaboratory,�
which was recently funded by an NIH grant (see�
page 11).�

David is married to Sue, a researcher in medical�
science. Pictured below with his son, Nathan, David�
l�oves outdoor activities, including hiking in the hills�
around Bloomington (which remind him a bit of the�
Peak District in the UK).�

There is more information about David’s research�
activities at http://www.informatics.indiana.edu/�
djwild and his personal activities at http://�
www.wild-ideas.org.�

Osman F. Güner�
Dr Osman F. Güner is starting�
his own consulting business,�
providing consulting and train-�
ing services in the CADD soft-�
ware area.�

From 1996 to 2005, he worked�
at Accelrys Inc., where he be-�
came Executive Director of�
Cheminformatics and Rational�
Drug Design. Prior to joining�
Accelrys, Dr Güner was a Sen-�
ior Scientist and ISIS/Host�
Product Manager for MDL In-�
formation Systems, Inc. (MDL) where he managed MDL’s�
various information management programs.�

He was a post-doctoral fellow at the University of Alabama at�
Birmingham from 1987–1989, where he worked in theoretical�
studies and design of small, high energy/density materials to be�
used as rocket propellants.�

Dr Güner earned a Ph.D in physical organic chemistry from�
Virginia Commonwealth University, in December 1986, where�
he was a Mary E. Kapp Research Fellow. He earned an MS in�
organic chemistry and a BS in chemistry from Middle East�
Technical University in Ankara, Turkey in 1981, and in 1979,�
respectively.�

Dr Güner has published over 35 papers and book chapters, and�
over 75 abstracts. He is a member of the American Chemical�
Society, International QSAR and Modelling Society, and a�
fellow of the American Institute of Chemists.�

Guido F.  Herrmann�
Dr Guido F. Herrmann has an�
academic background in chem-�
ical engineering, chemistry and�
business administration. He�
studied in Germany, the US,�
Switzerland and the UK.�

He has worked for about 10�
years at Georg Thieme Verlag,�
based in Stuttgart, Germany,�
and New York. He has been�
Managing Director at Thieme�
Chemistry since 2001, publish-�
ing journals, reference works, encyclopedias and monographs�
on synthetic and general chemistry for professional chemists�
and advanced students (http://www.thieme-chemistry.com/�
thieme-chemistry/index.html). He is also the Chairman of the�
Scientific Advisory Board of the FIZ Karlsruhe and he is a�
member of the Advisory Board of the German National Li-�
brary of Science and Technology in Hannover.�
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The Chemistry�-�Information-Computer�
(CIC) group of the German Chemical So-�
ciety has held notable workshops for many�
years but they tended to attract only a�
select group of the German cheminformat-�
ics intelligentsia. The metamorphosis of�
the 19th workshop into the first German�
conference on cheminformatics (http://�
www.cic-workshop.de/) was designed to�
attract a more international audience and�
greater participation from industry. One�
fundamental change was that the main�
language of the conference is now English.�

About 140 of us met up on November�
13–15, 2005 in the attractive and historical�
town of Goslar, close to the old East Ger-�
man border. Industry attendance was re-�
portedly up 30 per cent, and the speakers�
came from the Netherlands (Egon�
Willighagen from Nijmegen), the US, the�
UK, Switzerland and Austria, and less�
than half of them from Germany. The�
all-German scientific committee clearly�
went a good way towards meeting its ob-�
jectives and I hear that the committee, too,�
may be ‘globalised’ in 2006. Make no�
mistake about it, though, there is a wealth�
of interesting research being done by�
teams in several German universities.�
Being able to learn first-hand about this�

research was one of the main successes of�
the new-style CIC-Workshop, as far as I�
am concerned.�

The conference was sponsored by Bayer�
Business Services and supported by Bio-�
SolveIT, Chemical Computing Group,�
GNWI, and Intervet Innovation. There�
was a small exhibition and about 30 post-�
ers were presented. One particularly inter-�
esting feature was the opening session�
where the young poster presenters each�
gave two-minute synopses of their work.�
This was useful both for the presenters�
themselves, who gained experience in ex-�
plaining their research concisely and�
clearly in a foreign tongue, and to mem-�
bers of the audience who were pointed to�
those posters likely to interest them most.�

The four main session topics were chem-�
informatics and drug development, chem-�
ical information systems and scientific�
publishing, computational and theoretical�
chemistry, and eTeaching and eLearning.�
After-dinner talks (on two separate nights)�
were given by Dr Bremer of Merck,�
Darmstadt, who gave a stunningly erudite�
presentation on the design and synthesis of�
nematic liquid crystals for active matrix�
displays; and by me, outlining 25 years of�

erudite work in cheminformatics done by�
researchers other than myself (and, in par-�
ticular, by Johnny Gasteiger, the winner of�
the 2006 ACS Award for Computers in�
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Research).�

Other speakers well known on the interna-�
tional circuit were Tim Clark and Dimitris�
Agrafiotis. Clark’s team uses local proper-�
ties at the molecular surface as the basis�
for simulation and modelling, and activity�
and property prediction. Agrafiotis spoke�
on clustering in alternating dimensions.�
There were interesting talks from Peter�
Murray-Rust (describing the chemical se-�
mantic Web), Steve Bryant (on Pub-�
Chem), Rob Brown (applying Bayesian�
analysis to a high throughput screen),�
Steve Heller (on Open Access, Open�
Source, Open Data and InChI) and Bartow�
Culp, who has been on sabbatical in Ger-�
many and was well equipped to talk about�
chemical information instruction in both�
the US and Germany. Engelbert Zass of�
ETH, Zürich, also spoke in the session on�
eLearning, describing the ‘Vernetztes Stu-�
dium Chemie’ project (http://www.vs-c.de/).�

René Deplanque presented the 2005 FIZ�
CHEMIE Berlin prizes for outstanding�
diploma and doctoral theses to Dr Andreas�
Fuchs and Michael Meissner. Fuchs won�
his prize for a doctoral dissertation de-�
scribing a new method in the field of drug�
design with which he was able to decipher�
interactions between sugars and bacteria�
on the surface of cells. On the basis of the�
theoretical results, Fuchs then synthesised�
a new non-carbohydrate ligand which�
could lead to an anti-inflammatory drug.�

Michael Meissner won the diploma thesis�
prize for a new method entitled ‘OPSO:�
Optimised Particle Swarm Optimisation’.�
His interdisciplinary work provides a�
bridge between cheminformatics and bio-�
informatics, for which his supervisor, Gis-�
bert Schneider, anticipates a wide range of�
applications, particularly in computer-as-�
sisted molecular design. Both prize win-�
ners gave papers at the conference.�

The second German Conference on Chem-�
informatics will be held on November 12–�
14, 2006. Put the dates in your diary now.�

Dr Wendy A. Warr�
Wendy Warr & Associates�
http://www.warr.com�

First German Conference on Cheminformatics�

Steve Bryant and Steve Heller (left to right) enjoy the mediaeval flavour of the�
conference dinner. Thanks to Steve Heller for permission to use the photo.�
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The 2005 International Chemical Congress of Pacific Basin�
Societies (Pacifichem) took place in Honolulu, in December�
2005. The conference was sponsored jointly by the American�
Chemical Society, the Canadian Society for Chemistry, the�
Chemical Society of Japan, the New Zealand Institute of�
Chemistry, the Royal Australian Chemical Institute and the�
Korean Chemical Society. The Chemical Society of Japan�
was the host society for the Congress. In addition, 11 chemi-�
cal societies headquartered in Pacific basin countries were�
Official Participating Societies.�

Founded in 1984, these conferences are held in Honolulu,�
Hawaii around every five years. The fifth conference in the�
series, Pacifichem 2005’s goal was to promote collaborations�
among Pacific Basin chemical scientists that improve the�
quality of life throughout the world.�

Pacifichem is the largest chemistry congress in the world, and�
has a very high representation of delegates from academia�
and major pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. The�
2005 meeting had almost 12,000 papers and 15–20,000 par-�
ticipants. The official opening ceremony began with a tradi-�
tional Hawaiian chant, followed by the Pacifichem Lecture�
by Professor Sumio Iijma, best known for his 1991 discovery�
of carbon nanotubes.�

Pacifichem is unique in that the congress ‘self assembles’�
from several hundred symposia organised to cover the lead-�
ing edge areas of chemistry.  Symposia must be organised by�
at least three people from different Pacific rim chemical�
societies.  All symposium proposals compete for time in the�
program and the successful ones were assembled under the�
themes: Agrochemistry, Analytical Chemistry, Biological�
Chemistry, Chemistry and the Community, Environmental�
and Green Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Macromolecular�
Chemistry, Materials Chemistry and Nanotechnology, Me-�
dicinal Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, and Physical and�
Theoretical Chemistry.�

I organised a symposium on ‘Complexity and other Compu-�
tational Methods in Drug Discovery’ with co-organisers from�
the US, Australia and Japan. The symposium aimed to expose�
researchers to the methods of complex systems science, and�
how these provide an alternative way of modelling and un-�
derstanding complex matter such as cells, biomaterials and�
organisms.�

Many chemical and biological systems are complex systems�
exhibiting properties and behaviour often not well modelled�
by reductionist approaches. Novel complex systems science�
tools such as neural networks, and other agent-based meth-�
ods, genetic algorithms and genetic programming, artificial�
ant colonies, particle swarms, nonlinear methods, knot theory�
etc are finding increased application in chemistry and bioac-�
tive discovery and development (drugs and ag/vet agents).�
The symposium featured invited papers by key researchers�
applying complex systems to chemistry and drug discovery,�

and about 30 contributed papers. The presentations chal-�
lenged participants to explore other CSS methods for model-�
ling chemical and biological systems and developing novel�
bioactive agents.�

Invited or keynote lectures included:�

·� David Newth (CSIRO)�Complex systems, chemistry�
and biology�

·� David Winkler (CSIRO)�Modelling emergent proper-�
ties of complex biological and chemical systems�

·� Scott Bembenek (J&J)�A self-organising principle for�
modelling proximity data�

·� Gerry Maggiora (Arizona)�Applications of rough set�
theory in drug-discovery research�

·� Bennett Levitan (J&J)�Simulated approaches for�
screening combinatorial libraries for multiple affinity-�
based properties using multiobjective iterative�
selection/amplification assays�

·� Bernard Testa (LaUSnne)�Computational explora-�
tions of the property space of biomolecules�

·� Tim Clark (Erlangen)�Molecular surface properties:�
What are they trying to tell us?�

·� Frank Burden (Scimetrics)�The application of agent�
based modelling to chemical and biological problems�

·� Monty Kier (VCU)�A theory of ligand passage�
through hydrodynamic chreodes modeled with cellu-�
lar automata.�

·� Val Gillet (Sheffield)�Application of multiobjective evo-�
lutionary optimisation techniques to pharmacophore�
identification�

·� Tudor Oprea (New Mexico)�Rapid evaluation of syn-�
thetic and molecular complexity for lead discovery�

·� John Gasteiger (Erlangen)�Analysing biochemical�
pathways by neural networks and genetic algorithms�

·� Jean-François Truchon (Merck)�Designing good com-�
binatorial libraries: throwing out the trash instead of�
sorting through the trash�

·� Peter Stadler (Leipzig)�Generalised topological�
spaces in evolutionary theory and combinatorial�
chemistry�

·� Nigel Richards (Florida)�Structure-based discovery of�
asparagine synthetase inhibitors as gants for the clinical�
treatment of asparaginase-resistant leukaemias�

·� Greg Dewey (Keck Inst)�Topological complexity of pro-�
tein structure alignment�

·� Hideaki Suzuki (NiCT)� Dynamics of network artificial�
chemistry based on statistical rewiring rules.�

 David Winkler�
 dave.winkler@csiro.au�

PACIFICHEM 2005�
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Applications Invited for CSA Trust Jacques-Émile Dubois Grants for 2007�

The Chemical Structure Association (CSA) Trust is an interna-�
tionally recognised organisation established to promote the criti-�
cal importance of chemical information to advances in chemical�
research.  In support of its charter, the Trust has created a unique�
grant programme, renamed in honour of Professor Jacques-�
Émile Dubois who made significant contributions to the field of�
cheminformatics. The Trust is currently inviting the submission�
of grant applications for 2007.�

Purpose of the Grants�
The grant programme has been created to provide funding for the�
career development of young researchers who have demon-�
strated excellence in their education, research or development�
activities that are related to the systems and methods used to�
store, process and retrieve information about chemical struc-�
tures, reactions and compounds.  A grant will be awarded annu-�
ally up to a maximum of $3,000.  Grants are awarded for specific�
purposes, and within one year each grantee is required to submit�
a brief written report detailing how the grant funds were allocated.�

Who is Eligible�?�
Applicant(s), age 35 or younger, who have demonstrated excel-�
lence in their chemical information related research and who are�
developing careers that have the potential to have a positive�
impact on the utility of chemical information relevant to chemi-�
cal structures, reactions and compounds, are invited to submit�
applications. While the primary focus of the grant programme is�
the career development of young researchers, additional bursa-�
ries may be made available at the discretion of the Trust. All�
requests must follow the application procedures noted below and�
will be weighed against the same criteria.�

What Activities are Eligible?�
Grants may be awarded to acquire the tools necessary to support�
research activities, or for travel to collaborate with research�

groups, to attend a conference relevant to one’s area of research,�
to gain access to special computational facilities, or to acquire�
unique research techniques in support of one’s research.�

Application Requirements�
Applications must include the following documentation:�
1. A letter that details the work upon which the grant applica-�

tion is to be evaluated as well as details on research recently�
completed by the applicant;�

2. The amount of grant funds being requested and the details�
regarding the purpose for which the grant will be used (eg�
cost of equipment, travel expenses if the request is for�
financial support of meeting attendance, etc). The relevance�
of the above-stated purpose to the Trust’s objectives and the�
clarity of this statement are essential in the evaluation of the�
application);�

3. A brief biographical sketch, including a statement of aca-�
demic qualifications;�

4. Two reference letters in support of the application.  Addi-�
tional materials may be supplied at the discretion of the�
applicant only if relevant to the application and if such�
materials provide information not already included in items�
1-4. Three copies of the complete application document�
must be supplied for distribution to the Grants Committee.�

Deadline for Applications�
Applications must be received no later than October 20, 2006.�
Successful applicants will be notified by December 15, 2006.�

Address for Submission of Applications�
Four copies of the application documentation should be for-�
warded to:  Bonnie Lawlor, CSA Trust Grant Committee Chair,�
276 Upper Gulph Road, Radnor, PA 19087, US.  E-mail submis-�
sions, if complete, may be forwarded to the Grant Committee at�
chescot@aol.com or blawlor@nfais.org.�

The ACS Division of Chemical Information established this�
Award to recognise outstanding contributions to and achieve-�
ments in the theory and practice of chemical information�
science. The Award is named in honour of the first recipient,�
Herman Skolnik.�

The Award consists of a $3000 honorarium and a plaque. The�
recipient is expected to give an address at the time of the�
Award presentation. In recent years, the Award Symposium�
has been organised by the recipient.�

By this Award, the Division of Chemical Information is commit-�
ted to encouraging the continuing preparation, dissemination�
and advancement of chemical information science and re-�
lated disciplines through individual and team efforts. Exam-�
ples of such advancement include, but are not limited to, the�
following:�

·� Design of new and unique computerised information sys-�
tems;�

·� Preparation and dissemination of chemical information;�

·� Editorial innovations;�
·� Design of new indexing, classification, and notation sys-�

tems;�
·� Chemical nomenclature;�
·� Structure–activity relationships;�
·� Numerical data correlation and evaluation;�
·� Advancement of knowledge in the field.�

Nominations for the Herman Skolnik Award should describe�
the nominee's contributions to the field of chemical informa-�
tion and should include supportive materials such as a bio-�
graphical sketch and a list of publications and presentations.�
Three seconding letters are also required. Nominations and�
supporting material should be sent by email to  me�
(ggrethe@comcast.net). Paper submissions are no longer�
acceptable.�

The deadline for nominations for the 2007 Herman Skolnik�
Award is June 1, 2006.�
Guenter Grethe, CINF Awards Chair�

Herman Skolnik Award – Call for Nominations�
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SPONSOR’S SPOTLIGHT�

Digital Chemistry�
Digital Chemistry is based in Leeds, in the UK. It is a privately�
owned software development company, specialising in chem-�
ical informatics and was formed in 2005 following the acquisi-�
tion of Barnard Chemical Information Ltd (BCI). BCI is now a�
wholly owned subsidiary but, prior to the formation of Digital�
Chemistry, it operated as an independent company for over�
20 years, as featured in Issue 8 of the CSA Trust newsletter.�
All the previous BCI Directors and employees are now at�
Digital Chemistry, including former CSA Chairman, John�
Barnard and current CSA Trust Treasurer, Geoff Downs.�

The aim is to continue to offer the world-class consulting and�
contract R&D for which BCI is renowned but to add a flexible�
range of more ‘off-the-shelf’ products complemented by ex-�
ceptional support and development. Despite being in its infan-�
cy, Digital Chemistry is already a global provider of�
sophisticated informatics software and services, developing�
products mainly for the chemical, pharmaceutical and related�
industries. Typical applications include the fast screening of�
vast combinatorial or Markush compound libraries to identify�
drug leads, in the pursuit of new pharmaceuticals. Specific�
technologies available from Digital Chemistry include:�

·� Markush Structure and Combinatorial Library Analy-�
sis:� Tools for rapid searching, property calculation and�
screening of vast chemical libraries;�

·� Clustering:� Identifying structural groups within com-�
pound libraries which exhibit similar attributes;�

·� Fingerprinting and Dictionary Generation:� Calculation�
of chemical descriptors for a number of structural formats;�

·� Diversity Analysis:� Selecting subsets of data based on�
maximising feature differences;�

·� Chemical Query Conversion:� Converting MDL queries�
into SMARTS, ready for use in a number of search tools.�

All these technologies can be accessed via an extensive�
range of Toolkits. Since their launch in January 2006, new�
Web Services are also available for Clustering and Finger-�
printing applications, which allow remote data processing via�
the industry standard SOAP protocol.�

Both the Toolkits and Web Services allow the efficient han-�
dling of vast datasets, with many millions of structures being�
processed in hours or minutes rather than days or weeks and�
they can in addition be integrated with other applications,�
such as Pipeline Pilot from Scitegic.�

If you would like further information about Digital Chemistry, the�
new website is at www.digitalchemistry.co.uk or contact:�

Samantha Bradley�
Sales and Marketing Manager�
Digital Chemistry,�
The Iron Shed,�
Harewood House Estate,�
Harewood,�
Leeds, LS17 9LF, UK�

Tel: +44 (0)113-2181855;�
fax: +44 (0)113-2181869;�
e-mail: info@digitalchemistry.co.uk�

The Pharma Documentation Ring held its�
47th AGM in Bad Nauheim, near Frank-�
furt, Germany in October 2005. 40 dele-�
gates from nine different countries in�
Europe and North America attended the�
meeting, expertly hosted by Sanofi Avent-�
is. Among highlights were discussions on�
two strategic topics: Information Services�
Futures, and Technology Futures.�

In the Information Services Futures ses-�
sion a speaker described the new organisa-�
tional structure and roles which had been�
introduced in AstraZeneca’s information�
department to support significant changes�
in the information environment. A speaker�
from Novo Nordisk described how sce-�
nario planning could assist an organisation�
to anticipate and prepare for future�
changes in the information landscape.�

In the Technology Futures session, Ricca-�
rdo Vieira of DesignMuster used past major�

information-related developments as a ba-�
sis for predicting future developments. An�
Abbott representative described the imple-�
mentation of the Wikilog news portal.�

Other noteworthy sessions included:�

·� three presentations from different�
companies on approaches to the publi-�
cation of clinical trial data. Most phar-�
maceutical companies now publish�
clinical trial results on publicly accessi-�
ble internet sites, usually on both a com-�
pany results portal and on third party�
sites such as www.clinicalstudyresults.�
org and www.ifpma.org/clinicaltrials;�

·� a presentation by speakers from the�
WHU on a possible approach to meas-�
uring the impact of the Information�
Department on R&D success;�

·� experiences with new product offer-�
ings including STN Anavist and�
MDL’s Chemistry Patent Database.�

In the short company reports, common�
themes to emerge were the development of�
in-house copyright policies to assist all�
staff in complying with national copyright�
laws, and licensing conditions from pub-�
lishers and collective licensing organisa-�
tions,  the continuing growth of e-journal�
subscriptions,  and a reduction of physical�
library space in member companies.�

The P-D-R board makes a special award�
each year – the Jane Whittall Award for�
Excellence – in memory of Jane Whittall,�
a popular P-D-R member who died of�
cancer in 2003. The 2005 award went to�
Matthias Gottwald of Schering for his out-�
standing contributions to the work of the�
P-D-R.�

The 48th P-D-R AGM will be held in�
Bracknell, UK, from September 26–29�
2006 and will be hosted by Eli Lilly. The�
P-D-R website is at http://www.p-d-r.com.�

47th PDR Annual General Meeting�
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EVENTS 2006�
March�
26–30� ACS Spring Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, US�

Includes Joint CSAT/CINF symposium, ‘De Novo De-�
sign and Synthetic Accessibility’�

http://acswebcontent.acs.org/�
nationalmeeting/atlanta2006/home.html�

April�
4–5� Academic Publishing in Europe (APE 2006): The Role of�

Information in Science and Society,�Berlin Brandenburg�
Academy of Sciences,�Berlin, Germany�

http://www.ape2006.de�

19–22� MM 2006, 10th Molecular Modelling Workshop, Molec-�
ular Graphics and Modelling Society, Perth, Australia�

http://www.nanochemistry.curtin.edu.au/�
conferences/mm_2006.cfm�

24–26� Advances in Drug Discovery and Development, Tokyo,�
Japan�

http://www.drugdisc.com/japan�

May�
8–11� MipTec – The 9th International Conference and Exhibi-�

tion on Drug Discovery, Basel, Switzerland�
 http://www.miptec.com�

28–31� International Conference on Computational Science�
(ICCS) 2006: Advancing Science through Computation,�
University of Reading, Reading, UK�

http://www.iccs-meeting.org/iccs2006/�
iccs2006@reading.ac.uk�

29 May – 1 June� Workshop on Chemoinformatics in Europe: Research�
and Teaching, Obernai, France�

http://infochim.u-strasbg.fr/recherche/�
europeen_chemistry/index.php�

June�

27�–�30� A Practical Introduction to Chemoinformatics�
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK�

http://cisrg.shef.ac.uk/ci_course�
Email: v.gillet@sheffield.ac.uk�

August�
27–31� 1st European Chemical Congress, Budapest, Hungary� http://www.euchems-budapest2006.hu/�

index.html�

September�
3–7� 6th European Conference on Computational Chemistry�

(EUCO-CC6) Low Tatra Mountains, Slovakia�
http://www.fns.uniba.sk/%7Eeucocc6/�
index.html�

10–14� 232nd ACS National Meeting & Exposition,�
San Francisco, CA, US�

http://www.chemistry.org/portal/a/c/s/1/�
acsdisplay.html?DOC=meetings\sanfranci�
sco2006\home.html�

17�–�21� Advancing Drug Discovery: From Better Hits to Better�
Candidates, Society for Biomolecular Sciences, Seattle,�
Washington, US�

www.sbsonline.org�
email@sbsonline.org�

November�
12–14� 2nd German Conference on Cheminformatics, 20th CIC�

Workshop, Goslar, Germany�
tg@gdch.de�

December�
3–7� Drug Design Amongst the Vines, Royal Australian�

Chemical Institute (RACI) Biomolecular Chemistry Divi-�
sion, Hunter Valley, NSW,Australia�

http://www.ddconference.com�
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Product News�

STN AnaVist Version 1.1�
CAS and FIZ Karlsruhe have announced a new version of their STN�
AnaVist interactive analysis and visualisation software.  STN AnaVist�
offers a variety of ways to analyse search results from scientific�
literature and patents, and to visualise patterns and trends in the�
research. In response to customer requests, a new collaboration feature�
was added in STN AnaVist 1.1. Customers can now share their�
visualisation results with others in their organisation through new�
login IDs for Shared Projects that enable interactive viewing, and�
through new pre-defined Project Reports.�

STN AnaVist analyses search results from the multidisciplinary CA-�
plusSM database and the patent databases USPATFULL and PCT-�
FULL. More information can be found at http://www.fiz-karlsruhe.de�
and http://www.stn-international.de.�

Chem3D with Jaguar for Windows�
CambridgeSoft and Schrödinger have announced a major develop-�
ment collaboration between the two companies, Chem3D with Jaguar�
for Windows. Jaguar, a high-performance program for ab initio calcu-�
lations from Schrödinger, was previously available primarily for�
UNIX environments, and provides high performance and accuracy in�
electronic structure theory calculations. Chem3D with Jaguar for�
Windows brings together the ease of use of Chem3D and the sophisti-�
cated levels of theory within Jaguar. Chem3D allows the user to�
construct molecular models and to set up Jaguar calculations easily�
through the intuitive interface. Users may choose from a wide range�
of wavefunctions, including Hartree-Fock, DFT, and correlated meth-�
ods. The Chem3D interface reports real-time progress of the calcula-�
tions, as well as providing visualisation of computed properties, such�
as electrostatic potential surfaces, molecular orbitals and IR spectra.�
To find out more, visit www.cambridgesoft.com.�

Chemical Entity Relationship Skill Cartridge�
Elsevier MDL and  TEMIS have co-developed the Chemical Entity�
Relationship Skill Cartridge, a new software application that identifies�
and extracts chemical information from text documents. The software�
identifies chemical compound names, chemical classes and molecular�
formulae in text documents and translates extracted information into�
the chemist’s language: the chemical structure.�

Powerful features include:�

·� Classification and relevance weighting�: identified chemical terms�
are assigned to specific chemical concepts according to semantic�
categories such as regular chemical name, chemical class name, or�
trivial name;�

·� Name-to-structure translation�: an elaborated name-to-structure�
translation service enables the user to match textual information�
automatically with proprietary chemical libraries;�

·� Unique identification�: for each identified structure, a unique fin-�
gerprint is provided for de-duplication purposes.�

There is further information at http://www.mdl.com/company/news/�
press_releases/2006/pr_temis_03jan06.jsp�

InfoChem and MDL�
InfoChem and Elsevier MDL have announced that�
InfoChem is joining the MDL Isentris Alliance. As�
part of a community of informatics companies that�
are working to offer integrated workflow solutions,�
InfoChem will provide chemical information and�
consulting expertise to enhance life sciences R&D�
productivity for researchers using the new-genera-�
tion MDL Isentris platform.�

MDL Isentris is an open technology, three-tiered�
informatics platform for integrating data, workflow�
applications and business processes. A growing�
community of informatics companies is recognising�
the importance of improving R&D efficiency through�
the type of comprehensive integration enabled by�
the MDL Isentris platform, and is using the open�
technology framework to improve the value of offer-�
ings from different vendors. Further information can�
be found at http://www.mdl.com/ and http://�
www.infochem.de/eng/�

Indiana University wins grants�
Indiana University School of Informatics has won a�
$500,000 grant from the National Institutes of Health�
to establish the Chemical Informatics and Cyberin-�
frastructure Collaboratory, an exploratory centre for�
cheminformatics research. Headed by Geoffrey C.�
Fox, professor of informatics and director of the�
Community Grids Lab, the CICC seeks to devise a�
system of diverse and easily expandable databas-�
es, simulation engines and other tools that use�
emerging high-capacity computer networks and�
data repositories and develop grid and Web tech-�
nology.�

A $49,000 Microsoft Smart Clients for eScience�
grant will help David J. Wild and Marlon Pierce to�
develop a prototype of a Web service and intelligent�
agent-based system for the potential deployment in�
the pharmaceutical industry.�

ACD/Labs opens UK office�
Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., is opening�
an office in the UK to serve local pharmaceutical,�
chemical, environmental and academic markets,�
providing direct access to technical sales, support,�
and software development services. The UK office�
will be initially staffed with a team of professionals�
who have in-depth knowledge of the region, and�
who are already experienced with ACD/Labs prod-�
ucts.�

The UK has traditionally been an important market�
for ACD/Labs' specialty software products for ana-�
lytical, organic, and other areas of chemistry, with�
installations at many leading chemical and pharma-�
ceutical R&D organisations. Europe will now be�
served by a team composed of ACD/Labs sales and�
application specialists in the UK and Ireland, with�
distributors providing service in local languages in�
the rest of the continent.�

For more details about ACD/Labs please visit:�
www.acdlabs.com�
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A Practical Introduction to Chemoinformatics�
June 27th – 30th 2006�

The University of Sheffield will be hosting this intensive short course which is�
supported by the Chemical Structure Association Trust and the Molecular�
Graphics and Modelling Society.�

Intended to provide an introduction to the major aspects of chemoinformat-�
ics, with particular emphasis on applications in modern drug discovery, the�
course will comprise a mixture of hands-on workshops, lectures and informal�
discussions. A key focus will be on the underlying rationale/theory, rather�
than teaching which buttons to press in a particular piece of software. Two�
key learning objectives are:�

·� What is the most appropriate method (or methods) to use for a particular�
problem?�

·� Why does a particular method give a particular result?�

Please note that places on the course are limited.�

For further details see:� http://cisrg.shef.ac.uk/ci_course�
or contact� Val Gillet  e-mail: v.gillet@sheffield.ac.uk�

As in previous years, the CSA Trust will be sponsoring a student to attend this course.�


